Bowdoin tops point standing by six; Rick Willoughby lbs) kept things even by drawing a 1-1 frontation, Norm Hawkins '69 (152 Mike Dickens '70 (137 lbs) dropped

by winning his match by an 8-2 score. Things had definitely gone well for

this week wrestled 130 lbs, instead of

third MIT wrestler to drop a weight)

rolled faster as Erickson pinned his

115, having lost weight in preparation
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first place in the 500 yard freestyle, he did Clare and Don Riley finished 2-3 in

three more team points for a victory in

met the electronic scorer

was only able to win four while losing

seven seeded from ZBT 4-0.

heartbreakingly, the high total was

suffered by the winner in foil

the sabre. Wally Miller '71, who was

recorded a 9-9 result.
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Dilley stars; swimmers romp
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In the end of the two matches, UMass had improved its team point standing by six; Rick Willoughby

the tilt of consecutive victors over
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halfback, that made the essential difference

be the greatest single season wrestler

one-two,

the machine

began to take its toll when the engineer grapplers

for first place in the meet's finale. Trinity, Dartmouth, and Norwich.

swimming technique which made him

had set last February 7. 200 yard butterfly (2:16.6), with Jim
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